It is more than coincidence that Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, the creator of Sherlock Holmes, was a physician. Medical work often demands detective skill. Conan Doyle, who received his medical degree from Edinburgh University in 1881, actually derived some of his inspiration for Holmes from the surgeon Joseph Bell, one of his professors. Holmes's creator explained: '[T]he most notable ofthe characters whom I met was-one Joseph Bell, surgeon at the Edinburgh Infirmary ... He was a very skillful surgeon, but his strong point was diagnosis, not only of disease, but of occupation and character . . . [As his outpatient-clerk,] I had ample chance of studying his methods and of noticing that he often learned more of the patient by a few quick glances than I had done by my questions... In one of his best cases he said to a civilian patient: "Well, my man, you've served in the army." "Aye, sir." "Not long discharged?" "No, sir." "A Highland regiment?" "Aye, sir." "A non-com. officer?" "Aye, sir." "Stationed at Barbados?" "Aye, sir." "You see, gentlemen" he would explain, "the man was a respectful man but did not remove his hat. They do not in the army, but he would have learned civilian ways had he been long discharged. He had an air of authority and he is obviously Scottish. As to Barbados, his complaint is elephantiasis, which is West Indian and not British." To his audience of Watsons it all seemed very miraculous until it was explained, and then it became simple enough. It is no wonder that after the study of such a character I used and amplified his methods when in later life I tried to build up a scientific detective who solved cases on his own merits and not through the folly of the criminal'1.
Conan Doyle's classmates recalled Bell's uncanny powers. One related: 'Bell flabbergasted a patient by saying: "You came from Liberton.... You drive two horses, one grey, one bay, you are probably employed by a brewery.' After the patient had gone Bell enlightened his pupils: 'I saw the clay from Liberton on the fellow's boots. He had grey hairs on one sleeve and bay hairs on the other. As for my final bit of deduction, you probably observed the face, especially the nose'2.
Like Dr Bell, Holmes would also pride himself on his powers of observation, analysis and deduction. Occasionally, he would try to teach his methods to his physician friend, Dr John H Watson.
Just how much Holmeslike Bellcould observe and deduce is evident from his first meeting with Mary Sutherland in 'A Case of Identity.' After ushering her into Baker Street, he says: 'Do you not find ... that with your short sight it is a little trying to do so much typewriting?'3 Like Bell's audience, Miss Sutherland and Dr Watson are astounded that Holmes learned so much in moments. The dumbfounded doctor says: 'You appeared to read a good deal upon her which was quite invisible to me.' Holmes replies: 'Not invisible but unnoticed, Watson. You did not know where to look and so you mised all that was important'4. He explains how he deduced Miss Sutherland's occupation and nearsightedness from imprints on her sleeves and her nose.
We do not wish to imply that Sherlock Holmes is a fictional representation of Dr BelL Although Conan Doyle said he drew on his memories ofBell, he clearly created a character quite different from his surgeon mentor. He even wrote that Bell, who 'took a keen interest' in the Holmes tales, made some suggestions about them, but he found that the brilliant surgeon's ideas 'were not ... very practical'5.
We do wish to emphasize, however, that Holmes is intimately linked with the medical world. Three physicianstwo real and one fictionalactually help shape and define him. Dr Bell provided some initial inspiration. Dr Conan Doyle invented Holmes. The fictional Dr Watson describes Holmes's exploits in most of the narratives.
This alliance between Holmes and three physicians suggests a bond between some thought processes and drives necesary for both medical and detective work: observation, analysis and deduction, a devotion to details, labour, learning, energy, determination, and an overpowering desire to solve mysteries.
In fact, it is essential for a doctor to learn aspects of the detective's art. During the intense training of his internship and residency, a physician must acquire essential skills, knowledge and clinical judgment. An important part ofhis gradual maturing into a competent clinician includes the nurturing and refining of his detective skills. He needs these to diagnose and treat patients.
Diagnosing an illness is often like trying to put together a complicated jigsaw puzzle with the hitch that you cannot have all the pieces. Some are hidden; you must seek them. Others are permanently lost. Although parts of the puzzle are missing, you, the physician, must try to disern the whole picture.
The public is probably unaware of this. Lay people know that medicine uses sophisticated technology to diagnose and treat illness. To mention a few recent achievements, we have the CT (computed tomography) scan, the ultrasound scan and the MRM (magnetic resonance imaging) scan. Still, despite spectacular advances in medicine, a person's symptoms plus 0141-0768/89/ numerous tests cannot always provide enough pieces of the puzzle (or clues) to enable a doctor to reach a definitive diagnosis. The truth, which medicine is shy about sharing with the media, is that even with all the help afforded by modern science and technology, much of medicine remains a mystery.
The doctor's judicious use of the limited pieces of information or clues available to him requires skill, intuition, luck, and determination. In this, the physician resembles a detective trying to solve a complicated crime. Neither the doctor nor the detective has enough facts to arrive at an unequivocal answer. Each must use the incomplete material he can accumulate to explore various assumptions or hypotheses. Often, the physician or detective must pursue a line of reasoning before he discovers he is on the wrong path and must begin again in another direction.
In spite or, perhaps, because of all these hindrances and hurdles, solving-a difficult case can be extremely rewarding for a doctor and a detective. It can grant each a feeling of joy.
In the following pages, we retell 3 medical detective stories that we collected from various places. These narratives reveal different aspects of the doctordetective's duties, frustrations and victories. They illustrate how medical detective labour is an objective, scientific enterprise and an intensely humanand, at its best, humaneexperience. For the doctor,-the patient and family, the illness, tests, technology, and the hospital setting are all pieces in the jigsaw puzle of life with its multiple mysteries, problems and potential solutions. said he had felt fine before he had fallen sick, had experienced no weight loss, pain or fevers. He denied consuming alcohol, usig drugs or medications, eating strange foods or mushrooms. He maintained that he had no surgery or exposure to halothane.
The physicians probed the possibility of toxic and drug-induced hepatitis.
'I don't take drugs!' Mr L insisted.
The physicians explored his employment history. He was a mail clerk. There was no toxic exposure there.
'Rave you been exposed to any industrial chemicals?' the doctors enquired. 'No.' The physicians' leading hypothesis was that Mr L was lying. They thought he might be a drug abuser, but was denying it.
Once Mr L was transferred out of the ICU, many friends came to visit him. Seeing that Mr L was a reliable, stable man -not a drug-abuser typethe physicians were mystified. They had no clue about what had almost killed him.
Some weeks passed. The day before Mr L was to be discharged, the intern and medical resident felt very frustrated. They questioned Mr L a final time, but learned nothing new. Just as they were leaving his room in a state of dejection, believing they would never discover why he had almost died, Mr L suddenly said: 'Oh, I forgot to mention that I work part timne in a dry cleaner's. It gives me a little extra money. ' The doctors clamoured for more information. 'A day or two before I got sick, I inhaled some type of fumes at the dry cleaner's' Mr L recalled.
'Why didn't you tell us this before?' the doctors The case of the missing clue demanded. When 37-year-old Mr L was admitted to the me-dical 'I didn't think it was important.' service of a major university hospital in the midwest, His physicians should not have been surprised. They he was semi-comatose, with the saffron stain of knew that-Mr L was not very intelligent or educated. jaundice, and gasping for air. His blood tests, which 'Did any of the other workers become ill that day?' revealed massive liver necrosis, were so abnormal they asked. that the intern wondered if there was a mistake and 'Some felt nauseated, and one or two missed work had the tests repeated. The results were the same. the next day.' For an entire week, the doctors waged a dramatic Finally, the doctors had the clue they had needed battle to save Mr L's life. He was put in-the intensive all along. Mr L had probably inhaled a toxic vapour care unit (ICU) and on a respirator. Specialists in liver at the dry cleaner's.
ailments, endocrine disorders and infectious diseases
The doctors ran to the Poison Directory. As they were summoned. All said they had never seen raced through this volume, which lists the effects of anything like this before. exposure to different chemicals, they found several The physicians could not question Mr L because he cases similar to Mr L's, but none as severe. was stuporous and on a respirator. Still, by means of They were ecstatic. The chemical culprit, they tests, they were able to rule out the obvious causes deduced, was carbon tetrachloride -CC14 -a liquid of liver necrosis: alcohol, an overdose of barbiturates used to dissolve fats in cleaning mixtures. In cases or sleeping pills, an infection, gallstone disease, or of exposure to CC14, they-learned, poisoning may cancer.
result from inhalation, ingestion or skin absorption, For 2 full weeks, Mr L remained in the ICU. The with liver injury evident from 1 to 4 days afterwards. first week, it was not clear ifhe would live. After that, Fatalities usually occur the first week. When recovery he began to improve and, by the 14th day, was taken ensues, -it is complete within 4-6 weeks, with no off the respirator. residual sequelae. The physicians needed Mr L's complete medical and Quickly, the doct informed the State Department social history to help them find the cause of his liver ofHealth that several people might have been exposed necrosis. Blood tests could only reveal how much his to toxic fumes at that dry cleaner's. They were liver was destroyed, not what had damaged it. The delighted with their discovery, although it had taken doctor-detective has to discover that by going through a month to find the essential clue. They knew their a long list of potential causes, including drugs, patient hadn't purposely withheld it: he had simply anaesthetic agents, mushrooms, foods, seafood, blood not understood how crucial it was. transfusions, drug addiction, alcohol, and gallstone
The problem in this case was communication. The disease.
doctors had failed to recognize that there is a language As soon as Mr L was off the respirator and could barrier between physicians and a relatively talk, the doctors bombarded him with questions. He uneducated patient. In their typically medical fashion, they had asked Mr L: 'Have you been exposed to any industrial chemicals?' Immediately, he had replied: 'No.' To him, undoubtedly, 'industrial' implied something giganticlike a steel mill or a factoryand not the chemicals used in his little dry cleaner's. For all that he had understood of their question, his doctors could have been speaking Chinese or Swahili, instead of English. They had really needed a translator to bridge their foreign worlds.
Obviously, the detective work was not the dramatic part of this case. It rarely is. Detective work is usually the painstaking probing, prodding and prying that goes behind the scenes. The dramatic event here was getting Mr L through his crisis. Once that was accomplished, the toilsome, though fascinating, detective task of quietly asking questions and looking for leads began. Ultimately, it was the tedious, laborious, unglamorous and undramatic detective work that suddenlyand dramatically for the physiciansuncovered the clue that broke open the case.
The bungled brain scan How often are mistakes made in the hospital? And how much time, money and anguish do they cost? The next case, which involved a mistake, began with a telephone call to the radiation therapy clinic.
'A patient on the medical service needs some radiation to his brain' the medical intern told the radiation therapist. 'Mr D, aged 57 years, had a previously established diagnosis of lung cancer. He experienced weakness on one side ofhis body, and was admitted for a work-up. Last night, he had a CT scan of his brain, which documents cancer there. We'd like him treated as soon as possible.'
The radiation therapist agreed to see Mr D in his clinic immediately. When the patient arrived, the doctor reviewed his hospital records. His chart said that he had had a CT brain scan, which the radiologist had read as positive for metastatic disease.
Entering the examining room, the radiation therapist was not surprised when Mr D could not recall what tests he had. His chart, after all, said that he had metastatic brain disease. That would affect his ability to think.
The physical examination strongly suggested some problem in Mr D's brain. But a physician cannot be certain based on a physical alone; he needs the results of the CT scan. The radiation therapist, therefore, walked over to the CT department.
When he asked for the scan, the secretary looked for a long time and finally came back.
'There's no record of such a patient' she said. 'That's ridiculous!' the physician thought. He located the diagnostic radiologist in charge ofthe CT department and asked ifhe recalled a brain scan from the previous night that was read as positive on a patient with Mr D's history. ' Yes. I read it myself' the diagnostic radiologist said. 'But I think the patient's name was different.'
The doctors were perplexed. Someone the night before had had a CT brain scan that was positive for metastatic disease. But was the person Mr D or someone else?
Because the CT department makes permanent records on magnetic tape, the doctors decided to replay the tapes. The replay would reveal the scan and the patient's name. The solution seemed simple.
In the meantime, the therapeutic radiologist phoned the nurse on Mr D's floor.
'Are you certain Mr D was taken for a CT scan last night?' he asked.
'I'm sure a patient went for one' she said. 'I think it was Mr D. But I'm not positive because nurses don't take patients for scans. The transport people do.' By now the doctors were able to study the tape of the CT scan on the TV monitor. This is what they learned: (1) The scan documented metastatic disease to the brain. (2) The name on the scan was not Mr D. It was Mr U.
The therapeutic radiologist called Mr D's intern and asked if he could help. When the intern heard the name on the scan, he exclaimed: 'Oh, my God! That's Mr D's roommate!'
The physicians were about to send Mr D for a repeat brain scan when the therapeutic radiologist decided to visit Mr D's roommate. It was good that he did.
Mr U was alert. He verified that the transport people had taken Mr D somewhere around the time when the CT scan had been done.
Though the doctors were accumulating more clues, they still could not explain the case. Tossing the facts around as they walked together on the medical floor, they passed by the racks where patients' charts are kept. Roommates' charts are filed side by side. Suddenly, by reconstructing the likely sequence of events, they were able to solve the mystery.
On the previous night, the transportpeople had come and taken the rightpatient, Mr Dbut they hadpicked up the wrong chart. Instead of taking Mr D's chart from the rack, they had taken the chart next to his, which belonged to his roommate, Mr U. That had been the beginning of the bungling. Then more had followed.
In that hospital, a green plastic card with the patient's name and identifying information is attached to every chart. When a patient comes for a CT scan, a technician uses the patient's green plastic card to punch information into the computer that stores the scan's data.
What had happened the night before was that the right patient -Mr Dhad been brought for the scan. However, because the wrong chart and identifying cardthose belonging to Mr U-had been brought by the transport people, Mr U's card had been fed into the computer. That is how the wrong name had been recorded for the scan, which had been done on the correct patient, Mr D.
Usually, two procedures prevent such a mix-up. The X-ray technician asks the patient: 'Are you Mr Soand-So?', and waits for the appropriate response. To double-check, every technician is supposed to look at the patient's hospital bracelet to verify that the person present is the right patient. On admission, a bracelet with the patient's name and hospital number is always snapped onto the patient's wrist.
What had probably occurred in Mr D's case was that the technician, who had looked at Mr U's hospital chart and plastic card, might have asked Mr D: 'Are you Mr U?' Because Mr D was only partially conscious, he might have answered: 'Yes. ' Probably, then, the technician had not checked Mr D's bracelet, even though that is a rule. Yet how many rules are always followed, in the hospitalor anywhere else?
The stolen syringes The detective work doctors do is generally of the medical mould. Occasionally, as below, physicians may be called upon to investigate matters that are not merely medical.
The doctors in a large inner city hospital first got wind of a problem when the nurses reported that over the past weeks, things had been vanishing-from thesupply room: towels, sheets and hypodermic needles. The police were notified. There were no obvious clues. No one had noticed any questionable-looking characters in the hallways. The supply room was always locked.
Suspecting an inside job, the police postulated that the doctors or nurses had been stealing the syringes. Although they distrusted the doctors, the police asked the physicians ifthey thought any patients might be guilty.
The doctors knew that the syringes were always locked up and that the charge nurse alone had the key to the supply room. She only gave the key to a physician if he requested it, or to another nurse when that nurse had to hand out medications.
The physicians made out Iistsopotential suspects. One patient was on everyone's -list.
Mr G, 44 years old, had been hospitalized for bacterial endocarditis. Two groups are subject to this ailment: those born with abnormal heart valves, and drug addicts who use dirty needles. The doctors' thinking was: (1) Mr G did not haveabnormal heart valves; therefore, he was a drug addict. (2) He, was on the same floor as the supply room. (3) During his 5-week hospitalization, he could have learned which nurses left the supply room unlocked when they were distributing medicines.
Following the doctors' lead, the police staked an ambush in the supply room. The first night, nothing happened. The second night, they caught Mr G stuffing syringes into a sheet. He then admitted stealing hypodermics the past few weeks and selling them to his visitors. The police let him finish his treatment in the hospital. They would continue his case later.
The doctors helped the detectives immensely by deducing that Mr G was a suspect. Thus, doctors ca= be detectives, or can help detectives in ways that are more than medical. This should not be surprising inasmuch as the physician -needs three ofthe qualities Sherlock Holmes deemed were 'necessary' for the 'i-deal detective': 'knowledge' plus 'the power of Qbservation and that of deduction'6.
Coceluuion
It is not surprising that the creator of the most celebrated sleuth ofthe-Western world was a doctor. Dr Arthur Conan Doyle has Sherlock Holmes state:
They say that genius is an infinite capacity for taking pains'.. . -It's a very bad definition, but it does apply to detecive work'7. Our three taes about medical detective labour illustrate how that definition also applies -to the physician's work.
Holmes describes his toil-as both a science and an art. 'Like all other arts, theScience of Deduction and Analysis is one which can oaly be acqired by long and patient study'8. Instead of 'the Science of Deduction and Analysis', we could substitute the pbrase 'the Science of Medicine', and the statement would be equally true. The doctor and detective are scientists and artits who labour to solve mysteries for their own intellectual curiosity and for the benefit of others.
As these stories dramatize, doctors need detective skills. Had Sherlock Holmes not been a criminal detective, he might well have made a first-rate investigative physician.
